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Objectives: The paper aims to describe different managerial tools that can be leveraged to exploit the biosimilars’ potential. A focus on Italy and the Tuscany region will be specifically carried out. Furthermore, this research is intended to propose some preliminary considerations about the most effective measures to support biosimilars’ uptake.

Methods: This article is based on both desk research and on action research. A desk research was carried out to explore the existing international and national literature on the measures implemented to promote biosimilars’ penetration. The action research concerned a longitudinal cooperation project between the Management and Health Laboratory of Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna of Pisa and the Drugs and Appropriateness Policy Sector of Tuscany Region. The activity saw the direct involvement of the Management and Health Laboratory in supporting the regional pharmaceutical governance in managing biosimilars’ penetration.

Results: Several demand and supply side policies to foster biosimilar penetration have been implemented both at national and regional levels. In Italy, most regions have adopted specific biosimilars policies at different moments and with heterogeneous contents. The Tuscan Regional Health System implemented three main measures: formal top-down, bottom-up and “mixed” measures. The strategy was effective in increasing biosimilar uptake. The success is probably associated with its comprehensive approach and to the coherence of the different measures it was composed of.

1. Background

1.1. The Italian national health system and pharmaceutical care

The Italian National Health System (INHS) was established in 1978 by following a Beveridge model, with provision of universal coverage largely free of charge at the point of service.

The INHS is in charge of providing pharmaceutical care and accounts for the largest part of total pharmaceutical spending, dispensing drugs either through hospital or community pharmacies.

Since the early 1990s, legislative reforms have gradually transferred political, administrative, fiscal and financial responsibilities regarding the provision of healthcare from the national government to the twenty Italian regions [2]. The INHS is therefore currently organised and governed according to three institutional levels: national, regional and local. Italian regional health systems are progressively levelling out, but significant heterogeneity emerges in the quality of care they provide, the level of healthcare expenditure and their financial performance [3].

Italy has been harshly hit by the global economic crisis since 2008. Coherently with its three layer-institutional architecture, Italy responded to the crisis through: a) plans and other interven-
tions devised by the central government; b) actions jointly taken by the national and regional levels of government; and c) initiatives autonomously endorsed by regions.

The economic crisis led the INHS to pay even closer attention to the pharmaceutical sector and contributed to accelerating the reform process. In particular, at the national level, three main tools have been envisaged to support appropriateness: a) the fixation of expenditure caps; b) the introduction of web-based "clinical registries"; c) the adoption of managed entry agreements.

At regional level, policies have been differently devised and implemented across regions, but they have generally entailed: strengthening the direct distribution of pharmaceutical products; centralizing the procurement process; and leveraging managerial tools (such as budgeting and pay for performance), in order to orient prescriptions towards off-patent and/or lower cost medicines.

In particular, reforms were aimed at addressing the challenges brought by a dynamic context, characterized by the entry of new drugs, the expense of biological medicines, and the subsequent arrival of more affordable biosimilar drugs.

1.2. The “bio-opportunity”

1.2.1. Biological and biosimilar medicines

Italy was the third market by value for biological medicines in Europe in 2018 [4]. The consumption of biological medicines has been constantly growing across the country in the last years, thus, exerting significant pressure on national pharmaceutical spending.

By the time patent portfolios for originator biological medicines were close to expiration, pharmaceutical companies have brought several biosimilar medicines – or “biosimilars” – to the market. Biosimilars represent both a clinical and a financial opportunity. Evidence acquired over ten years of clinical experience has demonstrated that biosimilar medicines approved in the European Union can be used for all their registered indications as safely and efficaciously as their reference biological medicines [5].

In addition, as a result of patent expiration and scaled-down market authorisation requirements, biosimilar medicines have been commercialised at lower prices than originators [6]. Therefore, biosimilars have widely been reckoned as a solid opportunity for healthcare systems to jointly assure clinical effectiveness and financial sustainability [7].

Despite the potential for increasing patient access to biological medicines and financial sustainability, to date low biosimilar penetration has been observed across Europe [8] and high variations in biosimilars’ uptake has emerged among different countries [9].

Italy, compared to the EUS countries, ranks among the countries with the highest biosimilars uptake, with a steadily increasing trend [9], however biosimilars’ penetration is not uniform across Italian regions [10].

The present paper aims to shed some light on the different managerial tools that can be leveraged to exploit biosimilars’ clinical and economic potential and drive their penetration. A focus on Italy and the Tuscany region will be specifically carried out. Tuscany represents an interesting case study for three main reasons. First, Tuscany ranks among the best Italian regions in the provision of healthcare services [11]. Second, in the last few years, a strong effort was put in place by the regional government to reform the governance of drugs and control the related expenditure [12]. Third, Tuscany can be considered a first mover in the implementation of policies oriented at fostering biosimilars penetration. This research therefore: (1) investigates the penetration of biosimilars in the Tuscan Regional Health System (TRHS) in 2017; (2) analyzes the 2018 set of managerial tools adopted by the Drugs and Appropriateness Policy Sector in Tuscan to increase biosimilars’ penetration; (3) propose some preliminary considerations about the most effective measures to support biosimilars’ uptake.

2. Methods

This article is based on both desk research and on action research. Concerning the former, an analysis of the existing international and national literature on the measures implemented to promote the penetration of biosimilars was conducted. Furthermore, Italian national and regional biosimilar resolutions were screened. The documents under study were found through keyword searches on the most popular search engines. The keywords used were, respectively: “biosimilar”, “policies”, “tools”, “penetration”, “uptake”.

The action research occurred within the multiannual cooperation project between the Management and Health Laboratory (MeS-Lab) of Scuola Superiore Sant’Anna of Pisa and the Drugs and Appropriateness Policy Sector of the TRHS. MeS-Lab has been actively collaborating with the regional healthcare administration since 2004. The study is the result of a longitudinal action research process: the activity carried out within this collaboration in 2017 and 2018 actually saw the direct involvement of the MeS-Lab in supporting the regional pharmaceutical governance in managing biosimilars’ penetration.

At least three key elements distinguish action research from the other empirical approaches: 1) the collection of data and research material that cannot be usually retrieved; 2) the active involvement of researchers in the design of the solution to an organisational problem faced by the host organisation (typically jointly developed with the members of the organisation); 3) the evaluation of the jointly developed solutions, typically by teaming up with the members of the host organisation and by supporting the implementation of new solutions. Hence, organisational change (or at least an attempt to accomplish it) is an important output of this kind of study design [13].

Our research was articulated accordingly in three steps. The first step of the collaboration consisted of a quantitative analysis of regional pharmaceutical administrative flows to detect the most relevant molecules in economic terms (total expenditure). Secondly, the level of biosimilars’ penetration for these molecules in Tuscany in 2017 was computed. This was the precondition for the Tuscan Drugs and Appropriateness Policy Sector to design and implement a pay for performance system, addressed to the regional health authorities. MeS-Lab’s researchers were involved in providing both data to define the most appropriate targets and expertise for fine-tuning the individual goals [14]. In the final step, a set of indicators on the penetration of the aforementioned molecules was used to benchmark the 2017-2018 trend of biosimilar penetration in Tuscany versus other regions (pre-, post- and cross-sectional comparison), so as to provide a preliminary evaluation of the effectiveness of the different 2018 Tuscan governance actions and to suggest the most appropriate managerial tools to support biosimilars’ penetration. Data were processed using SAS®, version 9.4.

3. Results

3.1. Surfing the bio-wave: tools to foster biosimilars’ prescriptions

European governments have designed and implemented specific policies to enhance the use of biosimilars. Differences exist in the pricing and reimbursement procedures, levels of education, characteristics of covered population, and incentivisation of stakeholders (physicians, pharmacists or patients), leading to variations in uptake and divergences in savings from biosimilars use across Europe, and even within the same country [15,16].

By considering one framework [17], policies concerning biosimilars can be divided into “demand-side” and “supply-side” ones. Demand-side measures aim to steer the prescription of biological drugs towards the biosimilar alternative, while supply-side policies focus on the conditions associated with provision of the product.
Among the demand-side policies, a group of measures deserve particular attention. Several countries have introduced prescription budgets or quotas for biosimilars. A still little diffused policy concerning biosimilars is “automatic substitution”, that only few countries permit (Estonia, France, Latvia, Poland, Russia) [18]. Finally, educational policies have spread across countries, such as the drafting of prescribing and clinical guidelines for physicians, the organisation of scientific conferences, seminars and lectures on the theme of biosimilars to inform different stakeholders and trigger biosimilars adoption [15].

Supply-side policies are multiple and range from reference pricing – both internal and external (Italy adopts external reference pricing) – to tendering.

Coherently with its double-layered institutional governance, Italy has devised two different sets of policies at national and regional levels. For the national level, both the demand side and supply side policies have been recently implemented.

Regarding the former, the Italian Medicines Agency (AIFA) has recently published two position papers on biosimilars, to inform healthcare professionals and citizens about biologic and biosimilar medicines and to support interchangeability [19–21].

As for national supply side policies, national pricing and reimbursement policies provide that biosimilars are automatically placed in the same reimbursement class as the reference medicine when the price proposed by the company is of ‘obvious convenience’ (with no price negotiation between the Company and AIFA) and that, when the negotiation occurs, the price of a biosimilar has to be set at a value at least 20% lower than the originator’s [22].

Regions do not differ in prescription or indication restrictions concerning biological medicines: they operate uniformly, by complying with the national guidelines and the indications of the Italian Medicines Agency (AIFA). Nevertheless, most regions have recently implemented a range of managerial tools specifically aimed at steering biosimilars’ uptake. They were adopted at different moments and with heterogeneous content, both leveraging demand side and supply side measures. Campania Region, in November 2009, legislated on the use of biosimilars, pushing for the choice of biosimilars as first treatment for new patients. In 2010, Veneto published the Guidelines for the use and purchase of biosimilars [23]. In line, the region released three decrees numbered 331/2015 [24], 90/2017 [25] and 112/2018 [26] aimed at improving knowledge on biosimilars and providing information about their safety and efficacy. Since 2011, Friuli Venezia Giulia started implementing multiple incentives for biosimilars prescriptions. Specific protocols were adopted at the Area Vasta level (i.e. the entity appointed to coordinate LHAs and THs actions in a geographical area); furthermore, prescription quotas for newly diagnosed patients were fixed (“drug naive”) [27,28]. In 2014, Basilicata, Calabria, Puglia and Sicilia Region legislated on the importance of preferring biosimilars to the originators in naïve patients when economically viable [29–32].

Coherently with the previously outlined institutional structure, the Italian national level has therefore defined the framework concerning demand side (leveraging informative policies) and the supply side approaches (by setting the legislative framework). Regions have heterogeneously inflicted in the national framework by better specifying and contextualizing the national indications (see for instance Campania’s focus on naïve patients, or the Veneto informative decrees), or by complementing the national framework with managerial tools, such as incentives’ schemes or prescription quotas (e.g., Friuli Venezia Giulia).

Assessing the correlation between the adoption of specific policies and the penetration levels still seems premature and requires some caution. Some studies attempt to correlate the adoption of different national policies with different levels of biosimilars’ uptake. Several factors have been reported as potential drivers of biosimilar uptake and might explain the differences observed between EU member states: i.e., physician and patient adoption of biosimilars, national healthcare systems specificities in terms of pricing, reimbursement, and procurement policies [33]. Policies aimed at solely granting price reductions do not seem to strongly favor biosimilars’ uptake [16,34]. Substitution was indicated as a key potential driver of biosimilar uptake, though this could be prevented if there are limited outcomes. Thus, the suggestion is to adopt and evaluate such a policy when strong biosimilar real-world evidence is available [35]. Education initiatives (addressed to physicians and patients), competition-driven pricing policies, the introduction of incentives or quotas was recommended to improve biosimilars’ uptake, although based on qualitative judgments by selected stakeholders [15].

Rêmużat and colleagues used a quantitative approach to demonstrate that:

- biosimilar price discount over original biologic price, the number of analogues, and the distribution channel were not correlated with the biosimilar uptake;
- average generic price discount over originator and the number of biosimilars show a trend toward statistical significance for correlation with biosimilar uptake, but do not reach the significance threshold;
- incentive policies and the date of first biosimilar market entry were correlated with biosimilar uptake [17], although other studies suggested that incentives might differently impact product classes [36].

Concerning Italy, it has been suggested that those regions that first have established policies to promote the entry of biosimilars into the therapeutic plans have recorded a high penetration rate; on the contrary, those regions that have drawn up late and unfocused policies seem to have experienced a low penetration of biosimilars [4].

However, these findings refer to policies implemented at national/regional level and related outcomes, disregarding the local context. They do not inquire about the effectiveness of managerial strategies designed at local level: they miss local policy environments; and they do not appropriately account for the interactions among the different stakeholders at the organisational level [15].

Given the multilevel organisation of the INHS [37] and the relevance of policies adopted at regional level, it is important to focus on the analysis of those managerial tools regions have adopted to foster biosimilar penetration and to conduct preliminary evaluations of the results reached.

3.2. Focus on the Tuscany region

3.2.1. Analysis of regional pharmaceutical administrative flows

The analysis considered patent-expired medicines whose biosimilar first marketing date occurred before December 2017. Specifically, Epoetin, Etanercept, Filgrastim, Follitropin alfa, Infliximab, Insulin Glargine, Rituximab, Somatropin were considered. Rituximab, Etanercept, Somatropin and Epoetin were chosen as objects of the study since they emerged as the most expensive for the Tuscan Regional Health System (TRHS) in 2017.

High heterogeneity in biosimilar penetration was identified for these medicines in Tuscany in 2017. The percentage of biosimilar Rituximab was 71.0%, calculated as milligrams of biosimilar Rituximab administered in 2017 divided by total milligrams of Rituximab-based drugs administered that year. In the specific case of Rituximab, the calculation was carried out in milligrams since some of the administrative flows did not present the link between the drug administered and the anonymised user ID. For the other medicines, the chosen unit of calculation was the number of patients. The percentage of biosimilar Etanercept was 21.05%. The
percentage of biosimilar Somatropin was 24.88%. Greater biosimilar penetration was recorded for Epoetin (59.4%) (see Fig. 1).

3.2.2. Analysis of regional resolutions and other governance tools

Biosimilars penetration has been the main cornerstone of the 2018 drug governance policy of the TRHS. For this purpose, the MeS-Lab researchers supported the TRHS in designing a comprehensive strategy that included both top-down and bottom-up managerial tools.

Concerning the former, a regional resolution specifically aimed at fostering the biosimilars’ uptake was issued. Resolution n°194/2018, dated 26th February 2018, provided that Tuscan healthcare organizations could not ask for and use products other than those awarded through a tender by the regional procurement body (ESTAR). Furthermore, those requests of drugs not subjected to ESTAR tendering procedures had to be treated at regional level through a careful evaluation run by the Drugs and Appropriateness Policy Sector [38]. In the case of the molecules analyzed, if a biosimilar was awarded the tender, doctors were asked to prescribe the biosimilar. The use of an originator, in such a situation, became subject to the evaluation and approval of the TRHS.

The resolution was accompanied by bottom-up measures. The Drugs and Appropriateness Policy Sector, supported by MeS-Lab, activated an engagement process with managers and specialists of Tuscan LHAs and Teaching Hospitals (THs) to open a debate on the use of biosimilars and to define shared targets for increasing their uptake. More specifically, two monthly meetings with chief medical officers of all the Tuscan LHAs with a focus on pharmaceuticals, one monthly gathering with directors of pharmaceutical services and one monthly focus on pharmaceutical expenditure during budget revisions with chief executive officers were organised throughout 2018, to discuss the level of biosimilar penetration in different structures, monitor the achievements, benchmark providers against each other, and revise the targets.

Third, this comprehensive strategy included a “mixed-side” approach, that combined some top-down elements with bottom-up ones: the level of biosimilars’ penetration in Tuscany in 2017 was computed and this was the precondition for the Tuscan Drugs and Appropriateness Policy Sector to design and implement a pay for performance system, addressed to the regional health authorities. MeS-Lab’s researchers were involved in providing both data to define the most appropriate targets, and expertise in fine-tuning the individual goals. In the final step, a set of indicators on the penetration of the aforementioned molecules was designed and computed, so as to benchmark the 2017-2018 trend of biosimilar penetration in Tuscany versus other regions (pre-, post- and cross-sectional comparison).
3.2.3. Preliminary evaluation – 2017-2018 penetration trends

The high heterogeneity in biosimilars’ penetration we identified in Tuscany in 2017 clearly relates to timing in their availability. However, biosimilars’ market entry is equally granted at national scale and comparisons among regions offer nevertheless interesting insights concerning the effects of the implementation of different managerial tools, at regional scale. Biosimilar penetration increased for all four molecules over the 2017-2018 period in Tuscany. The percentage of biosimilar Rituximab grew tenfold from 7,10% in 2017 to 74,67% in 2018. The percentage of biosimilar Etanercept reached 68,70%, the percentage of biosimilar Somatropin 29,32% and the percentage of biosimilar Epoetin 75,47%.

Furthermore, when comparing with other regions that are part of the Italian Regional Performance Evaluation System (IRPES), a Performance Measurement System developed in 2004 by the MeS-Lab jointly with the TRHS and eleven other Italian Regions [39], showed that Tuscany has registered an increase either higher or in line with other regions. The percentage of biosimilar Rituximab had a remarkable rate of 67,57%, greater Veneto’s of 36,4% and Friuli Venezia Giulia’s (FVG) 40,16%. Biosimilar Etanercept registered a significant increase with a growth in penetration of 47,65%, far higher than observed for Veneto and FVG. The percentage of biosimilar Somatropin and Epoetin registered a growth in line with that of the other regions. The graph below reports 2017-2018 penetration trends for the IRPES regions that decided to upload their data according to a common calculation methodology (see Fig. 1).

A significant intra-regional geographic variation was observed. The penetration of the same biosimilar varied greatly across different Tuscan LHAs and THs. The percentage of Biosimilar Rituximab in 2018 varied from 65,81% in North-West LHA to 89,91% in Meyer TH; the percentage of biosimilar Etanercept from 62,16% in Siena TH to 100% in Pisa TH; the percentage of biosimilar Somatropin from 27,33% in South-East LHA to 66,67% in Siena TH; the percentage of biosimilar Epoetin in 2018 Epoetin from 12,50% in Pisa TH to 99,70% in Siena TH (see Fig. 2). Data are shown for those LHAs and THs that used biosimilars in 2018.

4. Discussion

Italian health authorities are increasingly focusing on implementing pharmaceutical cost-containment policies, since pharmaceutical expenditure has increased at a rapid pace over the last years and has significantly impacted countries’ total healthcare expenditures [8]. Italy has progressively moved towards the reform of the pharmaceutical sector [7]. The reform process has required new tools to manage innovation and guarantee economic sustainability. Most Italian regions have implemented ad-hoc biosimilar policies, though these are different both in terms of content and time of adoption. Tuscany, Veneto and FVG are among those regions that have first moved to promote biosimilars’ uptake. While Veneto focused on the progressive adoption of guidelines to foster population knowledge on biosimilars [24,25], FVG adopted mixed
tools, such as prescription quotas and shared protocols [27,28]. The Drugs and Appropriateness Policy Sector of the Tuscany adopted biosimilar policies designed as elements of a coherent strategy, grounded on three pillars: a) top-down formal measures (regional resolutions); b) bottom-up measures (meetings to foster professional engagement); c) “mixed” measures (benchmarking and pay for performance mechanisms).

Since the strategy is intrinsically intertwined, it has proved challenging to disentangle the effects of each single approach and their interactions. Nevertheless, the strategy’s effectiveness could be associated with its comprehensive approach in the following ways:

1) the “three-pillar” strategy that involved two of the main stakeholders in steering the prescribing choices: not only managers, but professionals themselves were targeted, to align their objectives with the region’s. This approach is coherent with the determinants associated with biosimilars’ penetration, where the prescribers’ role is pivotal. The appropriate combination of demand-side and supply-side policies might be the preeminent reason explaining the Tuscan success;

2) by combining top-down and bottom-up measures, the Tuscan strategy jointly leveraged extrinsic and intrinsic motivation [40]. It might be suggested that the formal resolutions offered an extrinsic legitimisation, while systematic benchmarking and informal meetings fostered professional engagement and peer pressure, by leveraging internal motivation;

3) the institutional cohesion between regional and national actions. The AIFA position papers offered the legitimisation that the Italian regions needed to fully exploit the biosimilars’ opportunity and Tuscany was one of the first regions to seize an alliance at the national level.

Two final considerations may deserve some attention. Firstly, the Tuscan strategy entailed an overarching approach that indiscriminately targeted all biosimilars, regardless of their therapeutic area. Since they refer to a wide range of clinical treatments, prescribers refer to different disciplines (e.g., hematology, oncology, immunology, nephrology). It interesting to underline that the biosimilars’ penetration in Tuscany outpaced the other regions, regardless of the clinical specialty. A transversal alliance occurred that transcended clinical boundaries.

On the other side, intra-regional variation is significant and may suggest some considerations concerning the prescribing processes. As an example, while Siena TH registers low penetration regarding biosimilar Etanercept, it represents a best practice with regards to Epoetin and Somatropin (see Fig. 2). This fluctuating performance may suggest that final results do not simply originate from the implementation of external measures, but rather derive from the professional response to it. Intra-regional variation may relate to different areas of expertise of different centers examined (i.e., there are areas of expertise such as rheumatology were biosimilar prescription constitutes a major topical issue [41]) and different case-mix. On the other hand, inter-regional variation may be reasonably associated to different policies implemented.

Prescribing behaviors seem to result from a triadic interaction between the regional regulator (that sets the prescribing framework by mediating between the general context and the regional characteristics), clinicians (who mediate between the regional framework and the singularity of each patient) and local managers (who are in charge of mediating between the potentially diverging interests of the other two stakeholders). The success of any governance measure seems to depend on its ability to balance the interactions between these three stakeholders.

5. Conclusions

The preliminary lesson that can be drawn from the Tuscan case seems to suggest that the design of specific policies aimed at steering the current prescribing behaviors by overcoming the classical approaches needs to grant a “triple coherence”:

- an institutional coherence, between the regulators (national, regional and local ones);
- a motivational coherence, between the main stakeholders (the regional administrators, the managers and the clinicians);
- an instrumental coherence, between the measures that can be leveraged (top-down, bottom up, mixed ones), so as to carefully balancing internal and external motivation.

As a limitation, our research mainly focused on one region and data benchmarking was carried out within a limited number of Italian regions. A quantitative approach to assess the correlation between policy adoption and biosimilars’ penetration seemed premature. Furthermore, the MeS-Lab does not access the same data for all the regions, thus a complete evaluation of the inter-regional avoidable variation and of the North-South gradient was not possible. Third, our paper was specifically aimed at inferring some considerations concerning potential effects of different regional policies on biosimilars’ uptake: it did not analyze any potential effects on appropriateness. A wider prescribing of biosimilars might be associated to potential inappropriate behaviors, such as first-line prescription of medicines rather recommended as second-line treatments. However, this goes beyond the scope of our study and will be examined in further research.
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